Integrated Solutions for Oilfield Management

The most cost-effective and environmental-friendly goal for post-unconventional energy E&P industry
Apollo 4500 Frac Pumper

8 X4500hhp = 18 X2000hhp

Dollars Saving 65000000
Small Well Site, Great Frac Job

- Continuous Sand Convey System
- Multi-fuel Power System
- Continuous Hydration System
- Fluid & Gas Disposal System
- Fully Integrated Control System
- Apollo 4500 Turbine Frac Pumper
- 240bbl Sand Blender
CO\textsubscript{2} Fracturing Technology
Oilfield Pollution
Frac Flowback Fluid Management
Oil-based Mud and Cuttings Management
Modularized LNG Project
Modularized LNG Project
More LNG Stations for Green China
Integrated Solutions for Oilfield Management

Thank You!